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Continuation of Box No. Ill - Observations where unity of invention is lacking

Group I: Claims 1, drawn to a mobile Quality Management Inspection System comprising: a mobile device in communication with at
least one network server, the mobile device having a display screen and input means for inputting data, said data including photographs;
and a database in communication with the network server and configured to receive and store all data input to the mobile device during
an inspection; wherein the mobile device is configured to enable an inspector to perform source inspection; receiving inspection; product
qualification inspection; social compliance, CTPAT and factory valuations; non-conformance processing and document management
and upload this information to the database in substantially real time.

Group II: Claims 2-3 drawn to a method for mobile Quality Management Inspections comprising the steps of: creating an inspection lot in
response to a vendor's completion of an order; recording inspection results using a mobile device in communication with at least one
network server, the mobile device having a display screen and input means for inputting data, said data including photographs;
performing a usage decision process on accepted inspection lots, said accepted inspection lots having no identified defects; and
performing a non-conformance process on unaccepted inspections lots, said unaccepted inspection lots having at least one defect.

The inventions listed as Groups I through II do not relate to a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1 because, under
PCT Rule 13.2, they lack the same or corresponding special technical features for the following reasons:

Special Techincal Features
Group I includes the special technical feature of the mobile device is configured to enable an inspector to perform source inspection;
receiving inspection; product qualification inspection; social compliance, CTPAT and factory valuations; and document management and
upload this information to the database in substantially real time, not included in the other group.

Group I I includes the special technical feature of providing creating an inspection lot in response to a vendor's completion of an order
and performing a usage decision process on accepted inspection lots, not included in the other groups.

Common Technical Features:
The only technical features shared by Groups I and II that would otherwise unify the groups, are mobile Quality Management
Inspections, a mobile device in communication with at least one network server, the mobile device having a display screen and input
means for inputting data, said data including photographs and non-conformance processing. However, these shared technical features
do not represent a contribution over prior art, because the shared technical features are disclosed by US 2010/0302375 A 1 (Terayoko)
02 December 2010 (02.12.2010).

Terayoko discloses mobile Quality Management Inspections (para [0013], [0043], inspection system), a mobile device in communication
with at least one network server (para [0043], [0073]), the mobile device having a display screen and input means for inputting data para
[0013], [0020], [0074]) said data including photographs (para [001 3], [0020], [0074]) and non-conformance processing (para [0103],
[0104], [0109]-[01 11], managing NG inspection result).

As the shared technical features were known in the art at the time of the invention, they cannot be considered special technical features
that would otherwise unify the groups.

Therefore, Groups l-ll lack unity under PCT Rule 13.
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